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The Google Search Engine has many wonderful features, and one of them is geographical narrowing of results for your searches. Notice how your results will automatically be locally tailored when you type in a search phrase like “thai restaurants”.

This is great if you’re in Poughkeepsie, but if you want to scout restaurants for a future trip, you should use specific place names in your original search (e.g. thai restaurants seattle) or use the ‘change location’ box...
Google uses your computer’s specific IP location and, if you use the Google Toolbar for searching, it uses ‘location detection’ software—probably GPS tracking on wireless signals that would work well on mobile devices.

Below is a detailed discussion of the location features in Google for a basic Web search:
Specify your preferred location

- If you'd like to change your location, click Change Location and enter a street address, zip code, city and state, or country in the box that appears. Click Set to save your location setting.
- You can only specify a location within the country of your current Google domain. For instance, it's not possible to set a U.S. address on www.google.es, the Google domain for Spain. If you'd like to see results for a region outside of your Google domain, please specify the location in the search query like [cyclic repair parts] or visit a different Google local domain instead.
- If you don't already have a location set, enter a location in the box next to "Search near," then click Set.

Your manually set location will be saved in a browser cookie on your specific computer and internet browser only. When you use the same computer and browser, this manually set location will be used to customize your search results instead of the automatically detected location. If your location preference doesn't remain saved on the browser or computer where you set it, please check your browser settings.

To clear your manually set location, click Change location, then click on the auto-detected location that appears. This will clear the location setting saved in your browser cookie, and your results will be customized based on the automatically detected location.

* Can I turn off location-based customization?

The customization of search results based on location is an important component of a consistent, high-quality search experience. Therefore, we haven’t provided a way to turn off location customization, although we’ve made it easy for you to set your own location or to customize using a general location as broad as the country that matches your local domain.

If you find that your results are a particular search do not match what you’re looking for, you can set your location to a broader geographical area (such as a country instead of a city, zip code, or street address). Please note that this will greatly reduce the amount of locally relevant results that you’ll see.

* What information about location does Google store?

Google has many services that collect or use location data, including Google Maps, Latitude, Toolbar, and others. If you have questions about our privacy policy, please refer to our privacy center.
There appears to be an inconsistency, in that if you install and use the Google Toolbar you seem to have the option of more control to opt-out... or rather, it seems you must opt-in.

This information above refers to Toolbar using Internet Explorer.

Toolbar for Firefox: The My Location feature is not available in Google Toolbar for Firefox. However, Firefox offers a location-aware browsing feature built into the browser. Please reference Mozilla's Location-Aware Browsing site to find out more details, including info on how to disable the feature.